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7. ROADWAY DESIGN AT BUS STOPS 

This part provides details of geometric design guidelines for bus 
facilities.  

7.1 Bus Turnouts 
Because bus turnouts use additional right-of-way and make it 
more difficult for buses to re-enter traffic, bus turnouts should 
only be used where street traffic speeds are 40 mph or more and 
one of the following conditions exist: 

•  Peak period boarding average exceeds 20 boardings per 
hour; 

• Average peak period dwell time exceeds 30 seconds per 
bus; 

• The local jurisdiction becomes aware of a high frequency 
of accidents involving buses and/or pedestrians within 
the past year; 

• When traffic in the curb lane exceeds 250 vehicles during 
the peak hour and the curb lane is less than 24’6” wide or 
when bus volumes exceed 10 or more per peak hour; 

• Where bus stops in the curb lane are prohibited; 

• Where sight distances prevent traffic from stopping safely 
behind a stopped bus (e.g. hills, curves); 

• At stops where there are consistent wheelchair lift 
boardings; 

• Where buses are expected to layover at the end of a trip; 
and 

• Where there is adequate space for turnout length and 
depth given to allow a bus to safely exit and enter into the 
flow of traffic. 

Farside of an intersection is the preferred location for turnouts.  
Nearside turnouts typically should be avoided because of 
conflicts with right turning vehicles, delays to transit service as 
buses attempt to re-enter the travel lane, and obstruction of 
pedestrian activity as well as traffic control devices.  The 
exception is where buses use a right turn lane as a queue jump 
lane associated with transit signal priority treatment at an 
intersection (where a farside pullout is not possible). Turnouts in 
mid-block locations are not desirable unless associated with key 
pedestrian access to a major transit-oriented activity center and 
subject to the general guidelines above. 

Guidelines for bus turnouts: 

• Turnout should be placed at signalized intersections 
where the signal can create gaps in traffic allowing the 
bus to re-enter the street. 

• On streets with bike lanes and where bus layovers occur, 
the turnout should be wide enough so that buses do not 
impede the bike lane. Where the outside travel lane is 
wide, a partial turnout width may be used.   

• The minimum combined width of the outside travel lane 
plus turnout width must be at least 24’, to allow traffic to 
pass the bus. 

Bus turnout designs and cross-sections are illustrated in Figures 
7-1 through 7-7. 
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Figure 7-1:  Farside Turnout Design 
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Figure 7-2:  Nearside Turnout Design 
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Figure 7-3:  Midblock Turnout Design (Type 1A) 
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Figure 7-4:  Midblock Turnout Cross-section Design (Type 1A) 
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Figure 7-5:  Midblock Turnout Design (Type 1B) 
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Figure 7-6:  Dimensions of Multiple Berth Bus Turnouts 
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Figure 7-7:  Partial Bus Turnout 
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7.2 Bus Bulbouts 
Bus bulbouts, also known as nubs or curb extensions, solve the 
problem of locating bus patron amenities in dense urban 
environments with considerable pedestrian traffic. A nub is 
essentially a sidewalk extension through the parking lane that 
becomes directly adjacent to the travel lane. When used as a bus 
stop, a bus will stop in the traffic lane instead of weaving into the 
parking lane—therefore, they operate similarly to curb-side bus 
stops. 

Moreover, when space limitations prevent the inclusion of 
amenities, curb extensions create additional space at a bus stop 
for shelters, benches, and other transit patron improvements 
along sidewalks. Curb extensions also provide enough space for 
bus patrons to comfortably board and alight from the bus away 
from nearby general pedestrian traffic. Finally, nubs shorten the 
pedestrian walking distance across a street, which reduces 
pedestrian exposure to on-street vehicles. Curb extensions should 
be considered at sites along crowded city sidewalks with high 
patron volumes, where parking along the curb is permitted. 

Curb extensions should be considered at sites with the following 
characteristics: 

• High pedestrian activity; 
• Crowded sidewalks; 
• A need to reduce pedestrian crossing distances; and 
• Bus stops in travel lanes. 

Curb extensions have particular application along streets with 
lower traffic speeds and/or low traffic volumes where it would 
be acceptable to stop buses in the travel lane.  Collector streets in 
neighborhoods and designated pedestrian districts are good 
candidates for this type of bus stop.  Curb extensions should be 
designed to accommodate vehicle turning movements to and 
from side streets. Major collector and arterial streets should be 
designed to accommodate larger bus turning radius and therefore 
would not be good candidates for bus bulbouts. Figures 7-8 and 
7-9 shows typical curb extension design. 
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Figure 7-8:  Extended Curb Installed at Intersection 
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Figure 7-9:  Extended Curb Installed at Intersection 

 

7.3 Bus Pads 
Roadway pavements (or shoulders, if that is where the buses 
stop) need to be of sufficient strength to accommodate repetitive 
bus axle loads of up to 25,000 pounds. Exact pavement designs 
will depend on site-specific soil conditions. Areas where buses 
start, stop, and turn are of particular concern because of the 
increased loads associated with these activities. Using reinforced 
concrete pavement pads (see Figures 7-10 and 7-11) in these areas 

reduces pavement failure problems that are common with 
asphalt. A minimum 8” thick reinforced concrete pad should be 
provided, with engineering consideration of the specific soil 
conditions.  The pad should be 12’ wide with a pavement section 
designed to accept anticipated loadings. The length of the pad 
should be based on the anticipated length of the bus that will use 
the bus stop and the number of buses that will be at the stop 
simultaneously. 
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Figure 7-10:  Concrete Bus Pad Design 
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Figure 7-11:  Concrete Bus Pad Cross-section Design 
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7.4 Street Design for Buses 
The corner curb radii used at intersections can affect bus 
operations when the bus makes a right turn. Some advantages of 
a properly designed curb radius are as follows: 

• Less bus/auto conflict at heavily used intersections 
(buses can make turns at higher speeds and with less 
encroachment); 

• Higher bus operating speeds and reduced travel time; 

• Improved bus patron comfort; and 

• A trade-off in providing a large curb radius is that the 
crossing distance for pedestrians is increased.  This 
greater crossing distance increases the pedestrians' 
exposure to on-street vehicles and can influence how 
pedestrians cross an intersection, both of which are safety 
concerns. The additional time that a pedestrian is in the 
street because of larger curb radii should be considered in 
signal timing and median treatment decisions. 

The design of corner curb radii should be based on the following 
elements: 

• Design vehicle characteristics, including bus turning 
radius; 

• Width and number of lanes on the intersecting street; 
• Allowable bus encroachment into other traffic lanes; 
• On-street parking; 
• Angle of intersection; 
• Operating speed and speed reductions; and 
• Pedestrian safety. 

Figure 7-12 shows appropriate corner radii for transit vehicles 
and various combinations of lane widths. This figure can be used 
as a starting point; the radii values should be checked with an 
appropriate turning radius template before being incorporated 
into a final design. 

Figures 7-13 and 7-14 provide specific information on bus 
dimensions and on bus turning radii needed for design. 
Appendix A provides specific information on the vehicles in the 
current Omnitrans fleet. 
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Figure 7-12:  Curb Design for Bus Turning 
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Figure 7-13:  Design Turning Template for 40’ Bus Design 
 

Figure 7-14:  Design Turning Template for 60’ Articulated Bus 
Design 

 


